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Introduction:  It is of great practical and theoreti-

cal importance to measure the masses of meteoroids, to 
identify the population being observed, to determine 
the mass index of a population, to constrain models of 
solar system formation, and to estimate the hazards to 
spacecraft. Masses are routinely estimated for optical 
observations using a measure of the light produced and 
an assumed luminous efficiency value, but there are 
significant uncertainties in this process. Recently, there 
has been a surge in meteor research using high power, 
large aperture systems which detect mainly head 
echoes from meteors, many of which apparently see 
quite small meteoroids. Masses can be calculated for 
meteors observed in this way as well [1], using a scat-
tering model to relate scattered power to electron den-
sity, and an ionization probability to relate electron 
density to mass. There is significant uncertainty in both 
the scattering model and the ionization probability. 
Simultaneous observations will not resolve the uncer-
tainties, but do provide a useful check to both radar 
and optical techniques. 

Observations: The EISCAT UHF system (930 
MHz, 0.6° one way half-power beamwidths, limiting 
magnitude approximately +9) is a tristatic radar capa-
ble of determining the three-dimensional position of 
the meteoroid, which is necessary both to match the 
observed ionization to the corresponding site on the 
optical light curve, and to properly account for the gain 
of the radar antenna, particularly when the meteoroid is 
detected outside the main beam. During a five night 
campaign, optical observations were made of the tris-
tatic radar volume using narrow field image intensified 
video CCD cameras, with limiting meteor magnitude 
of approximately +7. Four useful meteors were fully 
observed on both systems. 

Discussion: The three dimensional trajectories of 
the four simultaneous meteors calculated from the tris-
tatic radar and two station video observations show 
good agreement. The masses of the four simultaneous 
meteors were carefully calculated, using the full range 
of luminous efficiency and ionization probability val-
ues in literature, and the masses of the parts of each 
trail observed with the radar and optical systems are 
compared, and the implications for luminous efficiency 
and ionization probability are discussed. 

 

  
Figure 1 Video image of a meteor simultaneously ob-
served with EISCAT. 
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